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ABSTRACT

Fast neutrons have been used to treat over 15,000 cancer patients in approximately twenty
centers worldwide and proton therapy is emerging as a potential treatment of choice for
tumors near critical anatomical structures. Neutron therapy requires reaction data to -70
MeV while proton therapy requires data to -250 MeV.The cross section databases require
energy- and angle-dependent cross sections for secondary neutrons, charged-particles and
recoil nuclei. We discuss expansion of our nuclear databases and development of a three-
dimensional radiation transport package that uses CT images as the input mesh to an all-
particle Monte Carlo code. Called PEREGRINE,this code calculates dose distributions in
the human body and can be used as a tool to determine the dependence of dose on details
of the evaluated nuclear data.

17.1 INTRODUCTION

In the United States, about 900,000 people develop serious forms of cancer every year, not
including patients who suffer from non-melanoma skin cancer. 1 Approximately 300,000 people
die with active disease at and around the primary tumor site. Since radiation therapy targets spe-
cific areas of the body, improvement in radiation treatment techniques has the potential to signifi-
cantly reduce both mortality and morbidity in these patients.

Radiation therapy, which is used to treat ,.60% of all cancer patients, is performed with
several types of ionizing radiation. Approximately 90% of patients are treated with a bremsstrahl-
ung photon beam produced by electrons ranging in energy from 250 keV to 40 MeV. Most of the
balance of patients are treated with electrons with energies from 4 to 40 MeV. Additionally, -20
fast neutron therapy centers worldwide have treated over 15,000 patients and several proton ther-
apy facilities have recently initiated treatment. Fast neutron therapy is performed with a spectrum
of neutrons energies up to 70 MeV. A typical modern neutron therapy facility uses an accelerator
to produce protons up to 70 MeV that are transported onto a thick beryUium target producing a
spectrum of neutrons via the 9Be(p,n) reaction. To produce the required dose-at-depth, proton
therapy is performed with energies up to 250 MeV. While there is a significant economic penalty
in producing higher-energy particles, the selectivity in dose delivery for heavy charged-particles
makes proton therapy attractive, particularly for tumors in regions near critical structures, e.g., the
spinal cord or kidneys.

' Monte Carlo transport is not widely used in clinical treatment planning systems even
though it is the most accurate method of calculating dose. Monte Carlo codes specifically

• designed for planning therapy along with the necessary atomic and nuclear databases and the
required computer performance have not been accessible to this community. Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL) has developed and maintained extensive databases and state-of-the-
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art Monte Carlo radiation transport codes. The development of modem computer workstations

makes here-to-fore unavailable computer performance now accessible and cost effective. There-
fore, we are attempting to improve the accuracy of radiation therapy by solving the problem of

radiation transport and dose distribution in the human body using detailed CT image information

for input to a three-dimensional, all-particle Monte Carlo code. This program can be broken into

three components: nuclear data, Monte Carlo radiation transport, and visualization/user interface.
In the following sections we discuss recent developments in each area.

Q

17.2 NUCLEAR DATA

Table 1 shows the composition of main body materials at greater than the half-percent

level in terms of elemental mass percent. The densities are taken from Ref. 2. The principal means

Table 1: LLNL standard composition of main body materials-elemental mass percent

Adipose Tissue Generic
Cortical Bone Reference Tissue Equivalent

Element fiat) Muscle
(0.92 glcm 3) (I,07 glcm "_) (1.85 g/cm "_) Man A-150 Plastic

Hydrogen 12.0% 10.3% 4.7% 10.1% 10.1%
..... ,... ,.,, ,, .H .., ,,, H

Carbon 63.9% 11.7% 14.5% 23.2% 77.6%

Ni_ogen 0.8% 3.2% 4.2% 2.6% 3.5%

Oxygen 23.3% 74.8% 44.9% 61.6% 5.3%

Fluorine .... 1.7%

Phosphorus _ _ 10.6% 1.1% m

Calcium m _ 21.1% 1.4% 1.8%

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100,0% 100.0% 100.0%
.......

of depositing energy in the human body with neutrons comes from the interaction of neutrons

with hydrogen. The database of experimental cross section values for the 1H(n,n)lH reaction is
extensive since this reaction is fundamental to the understanding of the nucleon-nucleon interac-
tion. These cross sections are the best-determined of all nuclear reactions.

In addition to the cross sections required by Monte Carlo transport calculations, another

quantity, the neutron kerma _inetic energy released in matter) factor, is widely used for dosimetry

in neutron therapy beams. The kerma factor is the average energy transferred from neutrons to

charged particles (and recoils) per unit mass of material per unit neutron fluence. The calculation

of the neutron kerma factor for hydrogen depends only upon the integrated elastic cross section

and the average energy given to the recoil proton (the capture cross section is insignificant). In
addition to being necessary for radiation dosimetry, the comparison of kerma factors calculated

from microscopic nuclear data with measured kerma factors provides a crucial integral test of the

data. The neutron kerma factor for hydrogen has recently been calculated to 70 MeV by the LLNL

Nuclear Data Group and assigned a one standard deviation uncertainty of+l% at energies up to

70 MeV.3 The few other kerma factor measurements of which we are aware up to 70 MeVmthe Q

ultimate energy at which we intend to carry out Monte Carlo calculations using beams of neu-

trons-and our evaluations of these elements are given in Ref. 3.
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In order to predict dose deposition with the PEREGRINE code, reaction cross sections for

the interaction of neutrons and protons with biologically important elements are needed for inci-

dent energies up --250 MeV. As shown in Fig. 1, at higher incident neutron (or proton) energies,

multiple particle emission becomes more prevalent. The order in which the particles are emitted

12C(n,nnpd) n d
, !2C(n,npnd) _._

'_'C(n,pnnd). _ ___._©©,_ p n

• @

o//
©

Figure 1. At higher incident neuron (or proton)energies, multiple particle emission becomes more prevalent. The
order in which the particles are emitted and the final residual nucleus recoil play a significant role inenergy deposition
and hence the dose deposited at the tumor site.

as well as the recoil of the final residual nucleus play a significant role in energy deposition from

the neutron- or proton-induced reaction--and hence, the dose deposited at the tumor site. Special

consideration must be given to the processing of reactions at these energies when compared to the

more typical reaction data below 15 MeV. Figure 2 shows how we represent the reaction data,

12C(n,xp) prnax

12C_ . __
integratedreaction \/'_mmI_.. 'protonemissionspectra
crosssection /"----/_"__ ( i =3 data)

.%
Neutron /

0 d2o _ M (io. il./3) (i = 1 data)

• angle

• Figure 2. Special consideration must be given to the processingof reactions at higher energies when compared to the
more typical reaction data below 15 MeV.This figure schematically shows how we represent emission data at higher
energies. Further details are provided in the text.
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e.g., for the 12C(n,xp) reaction. The proton emission energy spectrum shapes are represented as
unit-normalized curves as a function of angle (i=3 data in Fig. 2). The change in area of each
emission curve is given by another unit-normalized quantity as a function of angle (i=l data in
Fig. 2). The differential cross section as a function of energy and angle can then be represented as
the integrated reaction cross section (i=0 data) multiplied by the i=l and i=3 data--where this 4

information is processed to be conveniently and efficiently used in the PEREGRINE Monte Carlo
program.

Since experimental measurements for these nuclei are limited, it is necessary to supple- 0
ment these data with nuclear model calculations. For intercomparison purposes, we are using a
variety of nuclear modeling codes to calculate these cross sections. The ALICE code 4 uses the
hybrid and Weisskopf-Ewing models for preequilibrium and equilibrium decay, while the GNASH
code 5 uses Hauser-Feshbach and exciton models. FKK-GNASI-I6 is a version of GNASH which

uses the quantum mechanical theory of Feshbach, Kerman, and Koonin 7 for preequilibrium emis-
sion. Below we discuss details of our modeling and our calculations for neutrons incident on car-
bon and oxygen for incident energies up to 70 MeV.

17.2.1 MODEL DEVELOPMENTS

To describe accurately reaction mechanisms that are important in modeling light nuclei to
higher energies, it is necessary to establish correct level densities and_optical potentials. For the

level densities, we match a Gilbert and Cameron continuum density 8 onto measured low-laying
discrete levels, using the systematics of Cook with the extensions to light nuclei of Young.='We
use the Ohio University coupled-channel and spherical potentials for nucleons above 20 MeV, 10
along with the parameterizations of Young9 at low energies. Optical potentials for cluster parti-
cles, e.g., deuterons and alpha particles, up to high energies were determined with the method of
Watanabe, as implemented by Madland. 11As an example, in Figs. 3a and 3b we show our calcu-
lated total and reaction cross sections for neutrons on carbon when we couple in the low-lying 0+,
2+, 4+, and 3" states.

A number of modeling improvements have been made in our codes. Multiple preequilib-
rium processes, 12 and an improved description of spin distributions following preequilibrium

12C+ntotal crosssection IPd2+nreactioncross section
2.0 .... 0.7 , , ,

-- Chadwick and I/ellloOnl,cc potential

I .8 _ Chadwick and Melgoonl ,co potential 0.8 c l)ejurmn and Knable,1950
c I)ev ito. 1979• Aura•n,19?2

× l]owem,1961 0 llacgregornt •I ,1958
1.6 0 Bubb.1974o Culler 1955 _ 0.5_ . x 2eigoonl eL ai..1963

"-" |t1_II_11.,, . •D Hildebrand,1950Flnlay"1993 _" T_ I a Vcss and |I leon. 1956

Mmii,.tP__ " Lamaze, 1979 0 0.4._ lJl_qlill_ x Lareon.1980 • "
7'1__ v _erey,l_..

1 I_ F'_m_lklal_. - i_eterson.zuou O1.2
] "_ "_'_l'jli_i_kkj. + Sherr. 1945 _ 0.3

o I.O omo.2

L) O.8 {J
0.1
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...., 0.0. ,,
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Figures 3a and 3b. Calculated Z2C+ n total and reaction cross section compared with experimental data from the
National Nuclear Data Center CSISRS database.
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emission, 13 have been incorporated in GNASH and FKK-GNASH. We have further developed a
version of ALICE which uses the above Gilbert and Cameron continuum level densities and
inverse cross sections in place of the standard default values. A model for determining the energy
spectra of recoil nuclei has been included, and we are currently making the necessary changes for
relativistic effects.

17.2.2 MODELING RESULTS
¢

We are benchmarking our calculations against experimental data. As a example, we dis-
cuss here nuclear modeling of neutro,a reactions on 12C. Unfortunately, there are only a few mea-
surements from the University of California-Davis and Los Alamos National Laboratory-
LAMPF/WNR of inelastic neutron reactions on biological elements above 20 MeV. In Fig. 4 we
show calculations of the photon emission spectrum following reactions induced by 60 MeV neu-
trons on carbon compared with LAMPF/WNR measurements by Wender (see Ref. 9). Since the
FKK-GNASH code includes discrete cross section information, it is able to describe the measured

structure well. These data provide a critical test of the code's calculational ability to predict pro-
duction cross sections. An accurate description of the prominent 4.4 MeV gamma-ray from car-
bon validates our coupled-channel calculation. The ALICE code is able to describe the general
magnitude of gamma emission but not the specific details since it uses a statistical description of
the levels.

60 WeV l_C(n,xT)
10-I i ...... i ' 1 1 '

-- FKK-GNASH
--- ALICE

I0-_ • lender, et al..gO °

10.4 ,

b

10-5 .
t
t

10-6 _ , _
" 2 ' , t0 4 6 8 10

E7 (MeV)

Figure 4. Comparison of calculations of 60 MeV 12C(n,x_) reactions with measured LAMPF/WNR data (see Ref. 9).

In Figs. 5 and 6 we show calculated laboratory proton and alpha emission spectra com-
pared with UC-Davis data 14for 60 MeV neutrons on carbon. General features of the comparisons
between measured data and our calculations are: (1) the structure seen in the FKK-GNASH and
GNASH calculations results from the inclusion of discrete-levels; (2) The ALICE code under pre-
dicts the high-energy alphas because it does not include a preequilibrium cluster model. The Kal-
bach cluster model used in GNASH and FKK-GNASH is rather simple but it reasonably describes

• these data; (3) our proton emission calculations describe the data reasonably although we under
predict the highest energies since we have not included direct (n,p) reactions to the discrete states.
Our results contradict the claim of Brenner and Prae115 that evaporation approaches do not work

' for light nuclei (instead, they modeled these reactions using intranuclear cascade (INC) methods
with a Fermi-break-up model l4). We find that our modeling describes measurements well. A
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Figure 5. Calculated laboratory proton emission ,spec- Figure 6. Calculated laboratory alpha emission spec-
trum compared with UC Davis experimental data'" for trum compared with UC Davis experimental data14for
60 MeV neutrons on carbon. 60 MeV neutrons on carbon.

recent code intercomparison at intermediate energies shows that preequilibrium models are supe-
rior to INC below 200 MeV.16

Comparisons of our calculated total kerma factor with measured values provides an inte-

gral check on our work. This quantity is crucial for obtaining an accurate prediction of dose depo-
sition in neutron therapy. The total kerma for 12C + n shown in Fig. 7 calculated with the FKK-

GNASH and GNASH codes agrees well with data. The omission of preequilibrium clusters in
ALICE leads to an under-prediction.

6 1 i i i i

"-":3

P 'r .... GN_AS
2 ,_' ' --- ALICE

r_ histogram, _ .

I 1, I I I

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

En (MeV)

Figure7.ComparisonofourcalculatedtotalkermafactorwithmeasureddataasgiveninRcf.3.
#

17.3 MONTE CARLO CODE DEVELOPMENT
i

PEREGRINE is a new Monte Carlo code that has been developed at Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory for the specific purpose of modeling the effects of radiation therapy. It trans-
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i PEREGRINE
Executive

i i ii i

i i i I
i lProblem Definition Monte Carlo

Generator Tracker Post-processor
i i -- ,,,- ,roll

Figure8.Schematicdiagramof the organizationof thePEREGRINEall-particleMonteCarlocodeused to simulate
radiationtransportandcalculatedose distributionin thehumanbody.

ports neutrons, protons, deuterons, tritons, helium-3, alpha particles, photons, electrons, and
positrons in a completely coupled manner. As diagramed in Fig. 8, PEREGRINE consists of three
parts: the problem definition generator, all-particle tracker, and post-processor. The problem defi-
nition generator consists of three parts, corresponding to the definition of the transport mesh, the
radiation source, and the particle interaction data to be used in the transport calculation.

The transport mesh is defined as a series of right parallelepipeds on a cartesian grid. The
user can describe the transport mesh in two ways: as input from a computer-assisted-tomography
(CT) scan or as individually-defined zones, e.g., phantom construction. Using input from a CT
scan, the x and y zone dimensions are the dimensions of each pixel on the CT slice, while the z
dimension is the spacing between CT slices. Each zone is given a material number which identi-
fies a specific atomic composition and density. For CT input, materials are assigned using a
thresholding algorithm. Currently the library of materials in PEREGRINE includes many of the
body materials tabulated in ICRU Report 46-17as well as several individual elements and materi-
als commonly used in clinical dosimetry measurements. Since the all-particle method used by
PEREGRINE is so data intensive, the number of elements currently available for the mesh is lim-
ited to those given in Table 1, i.e., H, C, N, O, F, P, and Ca, for transport of particles with energies
above 20 MeV.

The radiation source can be defined as a complex beam or set of beams in a standard clin-
ical isocentric gantry and table geometry. The user specifies the gantry, collimator, and table
angles, as well as the (x,y,z) location in the transport mesh of the table/accelerator center of rota-
tion (isocenter). The energy and angular distribution of source particles can be chosen from a
library that includes monoenergetic, monodirectional options as well as energy and angular distri-
butions derived from Monte Carlo simulations of the particle accelerator.

PEREGRINE uses the Monte Carlo All Particle Method (MCAPM) 18for both data genera-
tion and particle transport.The MCAPM is a system of data and algorithms that enable the cou-
pled Monte Carlo simulation of many particle types. Data libraries have been developed to
describe the interaction of neutrons, photons, electrons, and heavy charged particles with matter.
Each interaction may result in the production of any of these particles. Additional data describing
electron Coulomb interactions as well as the relaxation of ions as a function of vacancy position

" and the resulting emission of x-rays or electrons through fluorescence and Auger processes are
planned to be part of MCAPM, but are not yet implemented in PEREGRINE.

, The LLNL data libraries are organized by incident particle type, but contain information
describing the attributes of all output particles. Neutrons incident on a target may, as determined
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by the data, produce any of the particles treated in the library: neutrons, heavy charged particles,
and photons. Tritons, for example, may similarly produce any of these same particles. While neu-
tron and charged particle cross sections are multi-group, photon cross sections are interpolated
from an energy grid. During the generation phase, the first part of the MCAPM package reads the
cross sections and angular- and energy-distributions from binary libraries that describe in-flight
reactions and formats them for use during the particle transport phase.

Once the transport mesh, radiation source, and physical data are generated, PEREGRINE
moves to the transport phase of the calculation which is schematically diagramed in Fig. 9. First,

Monte Carlo
Tracker

........

1
Select particle Select particle Transport Transport Transport

from source from secondary neutron heavy charged electron
bank particle

Bank MCAPM
Reaction physics

Figure9. Schematicdiagramof the MonteCarlotrackingpackagein PEREGRINE.

a particle is selected from the radiation source. Depending on its type, it is passed to the appropri-
ate neutron, photon, electron, or heavy charged particle transport package, where it is tracked until
it undergoes a collision. Each nuclear reaction and photon interaction is handled by calling the
MCAPM reaction physics package. Given an incident particle, this package returns the energies
and angles of all secondary particles resulting from the collision. These particles are stored in the
secondary bank, and control is returned to the Monte Carlo tracker, which selects a particle from
the secondary bank, or, when the bank is exhausted, from the radiation source. This process con-
tinues until all particles in the source and secondary bank have been followed.

Although neutron and heavy charged particle cross sections are multigroup, each particle
possesses a discrete energy value, allowing the kinematics of collisions to be performed on a con-

18 wtinuous energy basis. This Plechaty Hybrid scheme allo s exploitation of the strengths of both
the pure continuous energy method and the pure multi-group methodJa small cross section data-
base and accurate kinematics.

Neutrons and photons are transported using standard analog Monte Carlo methods with

expected energy deposition providing variance reduction. The minimum neutron energy for track-
ing is 1.0xl0 "° MeV, while the minimum photon energy is 1.0xl0 "4 MeV.

For heavy charged particles, nuclear reactions and large-angle Coulomb scattering are
treated on an event-by-event basis, while all other Coulomb interactions are accounted for with
the condensed history method. Charged-particle stopping powers are taken from the tabulations of
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Anderson and Ziegler. 19In order to account for the multiple Coulomb collisions that occur within
a condensed history step, the particle's energy and trajectory are modified using Gaussian distri-
butions with variances determined from the Rutherford scattering cross section (energy strag-
gling) and from a Gaussian fit to the Moliere distribution 20 (multiple scattering). The minimum

, heavy charged-particle energy tracked is 0.1 MeV.
Electron and positron transport is also accomplished using the condensed history method.

The electron's energy and trajectory are modified using Gaussian distributions with variances
determined from the M_ller scattering cross section (energy straggling) and from a Gaussian fit to
the appropriate Moliere distribution 2°(multiple scattering). Bremsstrahlung photons are produced
along each condensed history step. A Russian rouletting scheme applied to photon production
minimizes the number of bremsstrahlung photons. The minimum electron and positron energy
tracked is 0.01 MeV.

When the Monte Carlo transport phase is completed, the tallied information is passed to
the post-processor. The post-processor converts the energy deposited to absorbed dose in each
zone and provides a output file for the PEREGRINE graphical user interface.

17.4 PEREGRINE RESULTS

PEREGRINE is written almost entirely in FORTRAN77 with a small portion in the C pro-
gramming language. It is designed to run on modern UNIX workstations in an X-Windows envi-
ronment. It has a graphical user interface (GUI) for problem setup, including display of CT
information. The dose calculated by PEREGRINE is typically displayed in terms of dose regions in
color overlaid on anatomy as defined by the CT image. In Fig. 10 we show a CT slice of the mid-
chest region with a 5x5 cm 2 rectangular 14.1-MeV monoenergetie parallel neutron beam incident
on the left lung. In this black and white figure, isodose curves are shown. The materials assigned

. I

Figure10.CT sliceof the mid-chestregionwith a 5 x 5 cm2 rectangular14.1MeVmonoenergeticpallellelneu_'on
beamincidentonthe leftlung.The90,80,70,60,50,25,and 1percentisodosecurvesareshownas calculatedby the
three-dimensional,all-particleMonteCarloPEREGRINEcode.
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lun (adult-
to the OF mesh in this problem were dry air, generic muscle, cortical bone and
healthy, inflated). The x-y resolution (shown) is 320x320, each voxel being 1.3xl.3 mm . The z-
resolution (not shown) is 29 voxels deep with a resolution of 0.5 cm/voxel. Therefore, this case
represents a three-dimensional problem with almost three million voxels or "zones" in the usual
Monte Carlo parlance. Figure 10 shows the 90, 80, 70, 60, 50, 25 and I percent isodose curves.
Further analysis of this problem indicates that the 10 percent isodose curve does not extend signif-
icantly beyond the 5x5 cm 2 cross sectional area of the neutron beam.

For the case shown in Fig. 10, both neutrons and photons were tracked. The energy trans-
ferred to charged particles was assumed to be deposited locally. For this test case ten million inci-
dent neutrons were tracked. NEUTRAN, the neutron transport package (see Fig. 9) was called 65.7
million times and PHOTRAN, the photon transport package was called 6.1 million times. Cur-
rently, PEREGRINE can calculate 140 incident neutrons/sec in a coupled mode on a Sun Microsys-
terns Sparc-10 computer with 64 Mb of memory. All effort to this point has been focused on
nuclear data modeling, physics coding, and benchmarking without consideration to code optimi-
zation.

17.5 FUTURE WORK

We will extend the LLNL medical cross section library to 250 MeV to assess the impor-
tance of nuclear reactions in proton therapy. In order to characterize clinical radiation beams, we
intend to carry out Monte Carlo modeling of beam delivery systems used in patient treatment
facilities. Further improvements will be made in electron and heavy charged particle transport
packages to improve the accuracy and speed of PEREGRINE transport calculations. Finally, exten-
sive comparisons with other Monte Carlo codes, dose calculation algorithms, and clinical dosime-
try measurements will be used assess and improve the long-term capabilities of the PEREGRINE
code.
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